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Hoyeonjigi Product Key is a game that takes place in a dream world that is also real. In this dream world, an archipelago called "Takamatsu" is located. The people of Takamatsu are now living in fear of an entity called "crona," and they are enjoying happiness without a care in the world. But a small lotus flower is awake... From a small lotus flower... A
guardian is born! Play as the water strider Hoyeon, who takes a journey to meet the Buddha, with a small lotus flower. Hoyeonjigi comes from a dream world with freedom. But in Takamatsu, people are living in fear of a powerful entity called "crona." To protect them, Hoyeon will have to defeat the evil Crona. ---------------- Key Features: ■ Original story

by BoriGames, created by the artist House of Inani, director Jun Inani, script writer Jang Hyunsoo ■ Visual art by House of Inani, special illustrations by Jin Inani and MinKyunseo ■ Sound design by Roro of the Mungo Sisters, special arrangements by Kwakfusan, special additions by the German team Tanzodecha ■ Music composed and arranged by
Soojin Kang ■ Original game engine developed by BoriGames, designed by the artist Komaeda and script writer Jin Inani ■ Lots of pixel art, plus special graphics ■ Lots of background music and sound effects ■ Sounds, music, and effects great for the pixel art genre, which is soft and detailed ■ Sound recording, sound engine, and professional

recording done by the German team Tanzodecha ■ Easy control and fluid movement at a pixel-perfect level ■ Casual game that supports one-touch controls Play as the guardian Hoyeon and explore the city of Takamatsu while defeating Crona's minions. Hoyeonjigi is based on the popular Japanese writing style of mahōshō jidai—which translated
means "great era of dreams." This story was created with a delicate line art style and is told through charming background scenes—however, there are no dialogue boxes, and you will find a challenge in solving puzzles using only your own intuition. ---------------- Key Features: ■ Original story by BoriGames, created by the artist House of Inani, director

Jun Inani, script writer Jang Hyunsoo ■ Visual art

Hoyeonjigi Features Key:
Using Drag and drop, you can easily trans, copy, paste, and rename game objects.

Snap system can quickly create a complicated and unique map.

You can move characters almost anywhere on the canvas.
Multi-player mode for either 1 or 2 persons.

You have the choice to keep or delete portrait and history.
Collision handling. If you collide with an object, your character falls down and you can choose between a simple jump or a fatal fall.

Shoot function. You can shoot an enemy to kill it.
Rotation. If you are alone in game, you can rotate the map around that can change your position.

Save/Load. You can save your progress or load directly a previous game. If you wish, you can use rewind too.
Mask: You can hide some objects and display others.
Color: You can change the color of the game objects.

Map: You can create a different map every time you play the game. The name and position of the characters can be change depending on your request.
Characters: You can choose between human beings and animals. There are over 40 characters and 9 kinds of animals. You also have the choice between a boy and a girl and the player can be either a boy or a girl.

Levels: You can create your own levels. These levels can be loaded either in a xml file or from the editor.
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Game Tutorial:

Click Here To view a video tutorial of the project.
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Why are you working so late, Hoyeon?There are certain orders that I have to deliver on time. Please help me hand over the flowers to my loving father to fulfill my duty. It is now the night of the full moon. The people are waiting
for you. Trust me; I promise you that the Buddha would not say no to this request, he loves the loveable Hoyeon very much. Hoyeonjigi is a point-and-click adventure game with beautiful pixel art and surreal themes.Play as
Hoyeon, the water strider.Search for the lotus flower while solving puzzles.Look for new ways to travel around the game.Find the source of the evil and solve the mystery that the land of the water striders is plagued with.The
game will start with reading the instructions and playing the game.So you can take it easy and watch the very beginning of the story! The game will take you around the pond of the land of the water striders.You will face
different kinds of character.A baby, a ducky, an owl, a different kind of mushroom, a flower, a familiar, a little girl, a frog, a flower, a toy robot... All of them are very cute and funny! You can talk to them and ask questions.You
may also ask them to follow you.They will help you to carry the lotus flower to the Buddha, then you would be able to complete your mission. The game contains a ton of hidden items and many fun and cute characters.You may
find out the hidden secret about the land of the water striders. The game has 5 big worlds with different characters and a ton of hidden items!Please look for the lotus flower in the ponds! The game contains 5 huge worlds The
game features beautiful pixel art This game has a very long story line, try not to miss any important events the game is a point-and-click adventure with beautiful pixel art Try not to miss any important events The game will
feature a ton of cute characters The game features a ton of hidden items Many puzzles to solve and a lot of hidden clues if you get stuck, check the tips and hints You can travel the land of the water striders with three different
ways: Climb the tree Jump the tower and fly with a bird Smash the monster with a hammer the story line is very long! During the game, you will d41b202975
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Note: This is an Adult Game, this means that its story, environment, and characters may contain strong language, blood, or sexuality. The game provides dedicated in-game warning for NPC usage, strong language, and blood. In addition, the in-game environment is suitable for users above the age of 15. How to play "Hoyeonjigi": In the game, you can
move your mouse to interact with the environment and the characters. You can also press A to transform your water strider and continue your journey. The key of the story: Among the three ponds of the princess, the lone lotus flower sprouts. When the lotus flower is crushed, the pond loses its ability to support life. The water strider of the pond must
protect the pond. Help him protect the pond. Hoyeonjigi Official Website: 'Hoyeonjigi' is a point-and-click adventure game with a beautiful pixel art. Play as the water strider Hoyeon, the guardian of the pond, who takes a journey to meet the Buddha with a small lotus flower. Game "Hoyeonjigi" Gameplay: Note: This is an Adult Game, this means that its
story, environment, and characters may contain strong language, blood, or sexuality. The game provides dedicated in-game warning for NPC usage, strong language, and blood. In addition, the in-game environment is suitable for users above the age of 15. How to play "Hoyeonjigi": In the game, you can move your mouse to interact with the
environment and the characters. You can also press A to transform your water strider and continue your journey. The key of the story: Among the three ponds of the princess, the lone lotus flower sprouts. When the lotus flower is crushed, the pond loses its ability to support life. The water strider of the pond must protect the pond. Help him protect the
pond. Hoyeonjigi Official Website: U.K. intellectual property law:
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What's new:

, affecting both sides so devastatingly When the man's words unfold and drip from his mouth Let's take a step inside The sounds hitting both sides Some of the partners here are worried, that they can't handle the pressure I
looked around, at my surrounding But it's not too cruel, so I hide it So clean my face and pretend These pearls can sit on my ears, reflecting the mood But I don't think I'll ever wear pearls, so I pretend I will turn around and
gaze at you The face full of agony, my heart rate rising "Everything is such a pain. My family hates each other, my company partners hate each other, my friends hate me..." he said, looking up at me I just looked blankly at
him If you hadn't come, I would never see his sadness or pain I realize it now. Even if I started in the end, it's still the beginning Staring intently at the man's face He's reaching out to me He's reaching out to me, at me I
pretend to not be aware, and I smile at him He calls my hand and I fold it inside As I take out the hand I had covered, I keep it as he stares I feel his heart pounding in between the back of my hand and his face Feeling his
pulse like I just felt it myself, I look away Feeling the concussive force of his heartbeat He's bracing me, wanting to be closer Oh, his eyes are really light He's vulnerable, and I'm quite happy, feeling like a kimchi soothing
the pain I move my hand down towards his neck and start rubbing If you're not shocked You're really not living If you're not hurt You're really not alive Wanting to be close to his open wounds, I moan slightly, softly moaning
His tears in the valley, a terrible wound running down my hand Yes, this is the kimchi I've wanted all this time He's full of tenderness, touched and mourning He's crying for the memories he left behind A sad violin He's
hurting with the throes of the pent up water inside The heart and the face are so pale and weak Kimchi, a heart pumping over slowly at a time Dried out sweet onions, a hand printed
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System Requirements For Hoyeonjigi:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit Processor: 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo E6550, AMD Phenom II X4 940 Memory: 4GB Graphics: NVidia GeForce GTX 260 1GB or ATI Radeon HD 5850 (in combination with Windows Vista, XP) Storage: 7GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Additional Notes: In order to use the Legacy Emulator, the game requires the
DirectX SDK. This is required for most games that
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